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	THE RISE OF THE INTERNET, sophisticated computing and communications
	technologies, and globalization have raised customers’
	expectations of powerful “always on” services. A crucial characteristic
	of these “always on” services is that they are highly available;
	if the customer cannot get a search result, or order a product or service,
	or complete a transaction instantly, then another service
	provider is often just one click away. As a result, highly available
	(HA) services are essential to many modern businesses, such as
	telecommunications and cable service providers, Web-based businesses,
	information technology (IT) operations, and so on.


	Learn how to model, predict, and manage system reliability/availability throughout the development life cycle


	Written by a panel of authors with a wealth of industry experience, the methods and concepts presented here give readers a solid understanding of modeling and managing system and software availability and reliability through the development of real applications and products. The modeling and prediction techniques and tools are customer-focused and data-driven, and are also aligned with industry standards (Telcordia, TL 9000, ISO, etc.). Readers will get a clear understanding about what real-world reliability and availability mean through step-by-step discussions of:

	
		System availability
	
		Conceptual model of reliability and availability
	
		Why availability varies between customers
	
		Modeling availability
	
		Estimating parameters and availability from field data
	
		Estimating input parameters from laboratory data
	
		Estimating input parameters in the architecture/design stage
	
		Prediction accuracy
	
		Connecting the dots



	This book can be used by system architects, engineers, and developers to better understand and manage the reliability/availability of their products; quality engineers to grasp how software and hardware quality relate to system availability; and engineering students as part of a short course on system availability and software reliability.
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Battlespace Technologies: Network-Enabled Information Dominance (Artech House Intelligence and Information Operations)Artech House Publishers, 2010

	The era of mechanized warfare is rapidly giving way to the battle for information superiority enabled by electronic technologies that provide data for detailed analysis of enemy forces and capabilities. Supported with over 400 color photographs and illustrations, this new book is written and designed specifically to help non-specialists...
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Practical Handbook of Marine Science, Third EditionCRC Press, 2000


	This third edition of

	Practical Handbook of Marine Science

	provides the most comprehensive

	contemporary reference material on the physical, chemical, and biological aspects of the marine

	realm. Since the publication of the second edition of this book 5 years ago, there have been

	significant advances in nearly all areas of...
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How to Be a People Magnet : Finding Friends--and Lovers--and Keeping Them for LifeContemporary Books, 2000
Some folks are human magnets. People smile at them wherever they go. They have faithful friends who would do anything for them. They get invited to all the parties. They have more dates than they can handle. What's their secret? According to bestselling author Leil Lowndes, beloved and popular people know the secret of fearless communicating . . ....
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Sams Teach Yourself SQL in 24 Hours (3rd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2002
Sams Teach Yourself SQL in 24 Hours, Third Edition presents the key features of SQL (Structured Query Language) in an easy to understand format with updated code examples, notes, diagrams, exercises, and quizzes.  New material covers more information on transactions, constructs, embedded databases, and object-oriented programming.  In this...
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Professional Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Reporting Services (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
Professional Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Reporting Services
    SQL Server Reporting Services makes reporting faster and easier than ever. This hands-on guide will show you how to harness the full power of Reporting Services to create reporting and business intelligence solutions that meet your company's needs. It walks...
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Build Your First Website with Flash MXFriends of Ed, 2003

	Build Your First Website with Flash MX n no previous experience required! Never built a website before or bored with the limitations of HTML? If so, then this book is for you! Weill show you how to create an interactive website with all the features you could want (animation, video, sound and more) and youill discover that building a website...
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